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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

Fischer Identity on AWS 

Fischer Identity has joined the AWS Partner Network as a Public Sector Partner 
 
January 2023 | Naples, FL - Fischer Identity, a Zero Trust Identity Governance and 
Access Management (IAM) solution provider, today announced it joined the Amazon 
Web Services (AWS) Partner Network (APN) as an AWS Public Sector Partner. Fischer 
Identity also announced it passed an AWS Foundational Technical Review (FTR) for the 
Fischer Identity Solution, validating it meets the best practice standards for security, 
reliability, and operational excellence. As an APN member, Fischer Identity is uniquely 
positioned to help customers take full advantage of all that AWS has to offer and 
accelerate their journey to the cloud. Its membership will help enable Fischer customers 
to adopt cloud identity management solutions and continue to drive some of the most 
successful IAM engagements in the industry. Along with Fischer’s global adoption of 
AWS for all cloud customers, the company will focus on continued vertical growth to 
expand the reach of its IAM solutions. Fischer is using AWS to help its customers 
support growing cloud infrastructure demand. 
 
“It is exciting to see AWS continue to invest in its partners with program offerings that 
can place Fischer Identity into the hands of consumers that need Identity most. Far too 
long, the concept of an enterprise Identity program was beyond the realm of possibility 
for small to medium sized businesses The Identity industry had simply forgotten about 
the realities of affordability of such essential software. By partnering with AWS, Fischer 
Identity is in a position where our purpose-built and cost-effective approach to Identity 
can reach these underserved and unprotected businesses without wreaking havoc on 
their budgets,” stated Dan Dagnall, President & CEO Fischer Identity.  
 

### 
 
About Fischer Identity: Fischer Identity simplifies, accelerates, and automates the 
complex task of managing identities for on and off premise resources with no limits to 
scalability or reach, and ensures constant access to innovation. The solution’s flexibility 
enables organizations to drive their identity management objectives and support their 
Zero Trust initiatives. 
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